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Abstract

Recent studies suggest that social role concepts such as those expressed by terms like

welder, nurse and scientist are unique in that they encode a normative dimension of

conceptual representation. This normative dimension can be picked out by expressions

such as true scientist, and its properties can be investigated by examining the acceptability

patterns of those expressions under various manipulations of background information. In

this paper, we report three studies which show that gender has a significant effect on the

acceptability of true-modifications of social role terms. The studies show that this effect

cannot be reduced to a simple mis/match between the gender of the individual engaged in

a social role and the gender associated with that role. We argue that the observed effect is

the result of a specific gender bias such that arbitrary male members are assumed to be

more committed to their social roles than female members. We call this bias the

‘role-commitment gender bias’. The studies show that this bias is a default which operates

when there is no background information about the level of commitment of members to

their roles, but can be cancelled once that information is explicitly provided. We examine

in detail how these results bear on questions such as how biases are encoded in certain

social concepts, what kinds of interactions trigger their application, and to what extent the

role-commitment gender bias behaves (in response to information) like a propositionally

structured belief.

Keywords: social role concepts; commitments; gender bias; dual character concepts;

normative dimension of conceptual representation
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Gender, Social Roles and the Normative Dimension of Conceptual Representation

Introduction

Empirical studies of human lexical concepts have traditionally focused on representations

of natural and artifact kinds (Keil, 1989; Margolis and Laurence, 1999; Murphy, 2002;

Margolis and Laurence, 2007; Machery, 2009). Recently, however, scientists and

philosophers have started to directly study concepts of social roles such as those expressed

by words like welder, nurse and scientist (Knobe et al., 2013; Leslie, 2015). Given the

ontological uniqueness of social roles—e.g.„ compared to natural kinds such as dogs and

trees, and artifact kinds such as chairs and pencils—it is reasonable to think that the

concepts which represent them could have a unique structure. Indeed, recent studies

suggest that social role concepts encode a ‘normative dimension’ of conceptual

representation (Knobe et al., 2013; Leslie, 2015), which is something like the values or ideal

functions associated with the roles. This insight into their conceptual structure promises to

shed light on some of the judgments that we make with those concepts. For example, Leslie

(2015) argues that the normative dimension of social roles is a key determinant of the

meaning of normative generics such as boys don’t cry. In this paper, we present a series of

studies that examine the interaction between gender and the normative dimension of social

role concepts. Specifically, we will argue that the effect of gender on judgments which

highlight the normative dimension of social role terms strongly suggests that there is a

default gender bias such that women are assumed to be less committed than men to their

social roles.

Since the empirical study of social role concepts is relatively recent, we think it is

important, before directly explaining the strategy followed in our studies, to briefly discuss

the main view and methods used to study the normative dimension of social role concepts.

Based on a series of studies, Knobe et al. (2013) propose that the normative dimension

represents certain abstract values associated with the corresponding social role. For

example, the normative dimension of scientist represents values such as the pursuit of
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empirically informed theories. Drawing on their results, Leslie (2015) proposed a

distinction between the normal or typical functions associated with social roles, and a more

basic or idealized underlying function. For example, scientists plan and execute

experiments, analyze data in their computers, and spend much time reading and writing

papers. We might encode some of those features into our concept of a scientist. However,

we also know that those daily tasks are part of a more basic function, which is something

like the construction of empirically informed theories. On Leslie’s view, the normative

dimension represents the basic functions associated with social roles.

In addition to their particular proposals, one valuable feature of the empirical work of

Knobe et al. (2013) and the theoretical discussion of Leslie (2015) is that they establish

some techniques and paradigms that can be used to empirically investigate the content and

structure of the normative dimension of social role concepts. In particular, they

convincingly show that the normative dimension can be directly picked out by using

modified expressions such as true scientist in statements such as Mary is a true scientist.

In what follows, we call such simple statements which predicate social role concepts

modified by true, ‘true-modifications’, and the subjects of those statements, ‘protagonists’.

Importantly, Knobe et al. (2013) show that only some terms are acceptable under

true-modification, and that within the class of social role terms, some terms are reliably

more acceptable than others. In particular, true-modifications involving ‘fancy’ social roles

such as artist and scientist are rated as significantly more acceptable than those involving

more ‘mundane’ roles such as bus driver and bartender (we replicated those results and

provided additional evidence for the reliability of that distinction in 2015 and under

review).1 Importantly, those patterns of results are a default—i.e., they obtain when

participants are not provided with any additional background information. Indeed, Leslie

1Some terminological clarifications are in order. In this paper, we will call social role concepts which
received high ratings in true-modifications, ‘fancy roles’, and those which receive comparatively low ratings,
‘mundane roles’. Knobe et al. (2013) study a wider class of concepts, not restricted to social role concepts, and
their terminology is different. They call terms which are highly rated in true-modifications, ‘dual character
concepts’, and lower rated terms are just the ‘controls’.
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(2015) speculates that, given an appropriate background, almost any social role can

become acceptable under true-modification. Following that suggestion, we investigated

(2015, under review) the properties of the normative dimension by examining the

acceptability patterns of true-modifications under various manipulations of background

information. We showed that, if participants are told that the protagonist is committed or

devoted to her job, the acceptability of the corresponding true-modification significantly

increases. We also showed that, in contrast, information that the protagonist is particularly

efficient or good at her role does not positively affect, to the same degree, the

corresponding true-modification. Based on those findings, we argued that the normative

dimension represents commitments to basic functions.2

We believe that the results and techniques just described can be directly and profitably

used to study important social biases. For example, we can examine whether different

kinds of protagonists have differential effects on the ratings of true-modifications. As we

just mentioned, previous studies suggest that these acceptability ratings seem to be

selectively sensitive to the assumed commitment of the protagonist to the corresponding

social role. We provide additional evidence for this claim in Studies 1B and 2 below.

Assuming this is roughly correct, the results could give us insights into the implicit beliefs

and biases of participants regarding the commitments of different groups of people to their

social roles.3 In particular, we can investigate whether participants assume that women

and men are differentially committed to their corresponding social roles.

The studies reported here investigate that possibility. Previous studies show that

2Of course, information that, e.g., Sam is good at chess can be used to infer that Sam is also committed
to chess. Our claim is just that the commitment to perform the basic function of a social role is what matters
most for satisfying its normative dimension. Furthermore, our claim is not that social role concepts do not
directly represent basic functions. We hold that social role concepts have multiple dimensions, including a
functional and a normative one. The former dimension is most directly picked out by phrases such as good
scientist and the latter by phrases such as true scientist.

3Interestingly, although this is a self-report measure, it is not direct: the paradigm does not ask partic-
ipants directly about commitments and social roles. For this reason, this paradigm should be interesting
to researchers who, on the one hand, are worried about the excessive reliance on measures of implicit as-
sociations in studies of implicit bias, and, on the other hand, are worried that self-report measures give
rise to distorting self-censorship amongst participants (e.g., Hughes and Barnes-Holmes, 2011). For further
discussion of these issues, see the General Discussion below.
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employers have gender stereotypes such that women are believed to be less committed to

their work and professions than men (Bielby and Baron, 1986; Bielby, 2000).4 The studies

reported here substantially enrich and extend those results. Specifically, our

studies—which are based on samples much more diverse than those consisting only of

employers—suggest that participants (implicitly) assume that women are less committed

than men to their professional social roles. Importantly, various meta-analyses of studies of

the real/actual level of commitment and organisational identification have not found any

evidence for gender differences in actual organisational (incl., profession relative)

commitments (Meyer et al., 2002; Riketta, 2005; Thorsteinson, 2003). Hence the (implicit)

beliefs we have uncovered likely constitute a substantial bias against the commitment of

women to their social roles. Furthermore, our studies reveal an interesting and complex

pattern in the conditions that trigger, and those that cancel or override, this role

commitment gender bias. We will examine the insights this gives us into how biases are

encoded in social role concepts, what kinds of interactions trigger their application, and

whether the bias we uncovered behaves like an implicit belief. In the General Discussion,

we compare our methodology and results with the methodology and results of various

important studies of biases relevant to social cognition.

Preliminary Study A

Assume, for a moment, that we observe a significant effect of the gender of the protagonist

on the acceptability of true-modifications involving (certain classes of) social roles (e.g.,

Mary/Jack is a true chef ). One natural hypothesis is that this is simply due to the fact

that some social roles are differentially associated with a particular gender. Most

participants are likely to associate social roles such as soldier and mechanic with males,

and roles such as nurse and secretary with females (Glick et al., 1988). So we have to take

4Recent work by economists and political scientists also seems to support the view that employers tend
to believe that women are less professionally committed than men. For notable recent discussions which
broadly support this view, see Goldin (2014, 2015) and Slaughter (2015).
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seriously the possibility that the effect of gender on the acceptability of true-modifications

is simply due to the (mis)match between the gender of the protagonist of the statement

and the gender associated with the predicated social role. Accordingly, the aim of this

preliminary study is to generate an ordering of social role concepts in terms of their gender

associations, i.e., as neutral, strongly associated with females, or strongly associated with

males. Once we can categorize social role concepts on the basis of their gender associations,

we can select appropriate stimuli for our subsequent studies, and perform the required

controls in our analyses of the observed effect of gender.

Method and Results

For this preliminary study, 53 participants (23 women, Mage = 34.95, SD = 7.89) were

recruited on Amazon Mechanical Turk and paid a small fee for their participation.5 They

were asked to evaluate, for 33 social role concepts, how strongly they associate each social

role with either gender. The evaluation measure was a 5-point Likert scale, with ‘-2’

meaning ‘strongly male’, ‘0’ meaning ‘neutral’, and ‘2’ meaning ‘strongly female’. The

order of the items was randomised between participants. The social role terms and average

gender associations are presented in Table 1. As expected, many social roles are

differentially associated with a particular gender. The roles that were most strongly

associated with female gender were cleaner, hairdresser, nurse, florist, receptionist and

secretary. The roles that were most strongly associated with male gender were welder,

mechanic, plumber, firefighter, soldier, and farmer. The most neutral roles were bartender,

musician, editor, baker, artist, and therapist. We used these three groups of social role

concepts to conduct our subsequent experiments.

5All the participants for our studies were recruited using Amazon’s Mechanical Turk. As Meyer et al.
(2015) point out, Mechanical Turk offers a convenient sample rather than a fully nationally representative
sample: several studies show that women are overrepresented, workers are typically younger and more
educated than average, and Blacks and Hispanics are underrepresented (Berinsky et al., 2012; Paolacci and
Chandler, 2014). Still, as they point out, ‘the diversity of an MTurk sample is arguably higher than that of
most samples used in human subjects research (i.e., college samples)...’.
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Table 1. List of all social role concepts and their average gender associations. Gray bars group the male associated roles,

diagonal bars group the neutral roles, and dot patterns group the female associated roles.

Preliminary Study B

Using a gender classification task, Preliminary study A allowed us to classify social role

concepts into three gender classes: female, male, and neutral. The aim of Preliminary

study B is to provide additional evidence that this classification has psychological reality

across tasks—in particular, when participants are not directly asked to perform an explicit

gender task. Now, assuming the generality of the gender associations established in

Preliminary study A is reasonable, but it is still possible to doubt it. For example,

Preliminary study A shows that, when explicitly asked for gender associations, participants

rate welders as male associated and nurses as female associated, but this does not yet

directly show that, in other tasks, tokening those social role concepts will trigger those

gender associations. Since that assumption plays a key role in the interpretation of our

subsequent results, it is crucial to provide direct evidence for it. That is the aim of

Preliminary study B. We conducted a semantic feature production task in which we asked

participants to generate prototypes/stereotypes for female-associated, male-associated, and

gender neutral social roles. This kind of semantic feature production task is a standard

way of determining the prototypes associated with concepts (McRae et al., 2005).
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Furthermore, the psychological reality of prototypes/stereotypes—when thus

determined—is a well established result of cognitive science (for an overview of the

evidence, see Murphy, 2002; Machery, 2009). As will be clear below, the results clearly

show that the stereotypes freely produced by participants do indeed incorporate the

expected gender-specific components, which directly supports the claim that the

gender-classification made in Preliminary study A has general psychological reality.

Methods and results

325 participants (192 women, Mage = 33.62, SD = 10.97) were recruited through Amazon

Mechanical Turk and reimbursed for their participation. 12 social role concepts were

randomly selected, four from each class of gender associated roles, as determined in

Preliminary study A. The four female-associated concepts were florist, hairdresser, nurse,

receptionist, the four neutral concepts were artist, baker, editor, musician, and the four

male-associated concepts were firefighter, plumber, soldier, welder. Participants were

randomly assigned to one of the 12 concepts. They were told that they would be presented

with the name of a social role, and that their task was to list five features that they think

are typical or characteristic of a member of that social role. As part of the instructions,

participants were provided with three examples of concepts and feature lists (bird,

weightlifter, and bottle). The participants were then provided with the social role concept

and five blank rows in which they could list the five characteristic features.

Table 2 below shows the absolute numbers as well as the percentages of the participants

who listed explicit gender words like male/man/female/woman among the five features. In

each of the female-associated social role concepts, between 35% and 40% of the participants

produced female or woman as a feature, and very few produced features like male/man. In

each of the male-associated social roles, between 25% and 33% of the participants produced

either male or man as a feature, and no one produced features like female/woman. Finally,

for the four neutral-gender concepts almost no participant produced any of the gender
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features male/man/female/woman. Overall, this free-production study clearly supports our

hypothesis, namely, that even when not directly asked to perform a gender classification,

participants tend to produce stereotypes/prototypes that have female gender-specific

features when they token female-associated roles, male features when they token the

male-associated roles, and no gender-specific features when they token gender-neutral roles.

Table 2. Semantic feature production of female vs male features for male (gray bars), neutral (gray), and female (dot

patterns) associated social roles.

Study 1A

Study 1A examines whether the gender of the protagonist has a significant effect on the

acceptability ratings of true-modifications. In Preliminary Study A, we determined the

gender associations of the social roles. That allows us to examine whether the effect of

gender, if any, reduces to a match or mismatch between the gender of the protagonist and

the gender association of the social role. More specifically, this study tests three

hypotheses. According to the first hypothesis, mismatches between the gender of the

protagonist and the gender association of a social role produce lower acceptability ratings.

The underlying idea would be that (participants believe that) men are just more suitable,

on various dimensions, to be, say, welders, compared to women, and women are more
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suitable, on various dimensions, to be, say, nurses, compared to men. Indeed, some studies

suggest that certain stereotypes about male and female traits influence perceptions of an

individual’s suitability for certain jobs (Bielby and Baron, 1986). The second hypothesis is

that mismatches between the gender of the protagonist and the one associated with the

role give rise to higher ratings. The underlying idea is that (participants believe that) men

in female roles, and women in male roles, have to be more committed to those roles. Most

societies still enforce certain alignments between gender and ‘suitable’ professions, so

individuals in gender mismatching roles likely face substantial obstacles, which requires

additional commitment on their parts to carry/stay in those roles. 6 The third hypothesis

is that there is a gender bias with the content that members of one gender are implicitly

assumed to be more committed or devoted to their corresponding social roles. There are

different ways in which this kind of gender bias might be triggered. We discuss some

possibilities in the discussion and subsequent studies.

Method

589 participants (273 women, Mage = 32.57, SD = 9.25) were randomly presented with a

single true-modification statement featuring either a female (N = 304) or a male

(N = 285) protagonist. Each statement involved one of the 18 social role concepts that

were identified in the preliminary study to be most strongly associated with female

(N=198), male (N=182), or gender-neutral (N=209).

(1) Mary is a true florist/welder/musician.

(2) Jack is a true florist/welder/musician.

6There is substantial evidence that, even in societies that have progressed towards formal and material
gender equality in the workplace, individuals engaged in roles that mismatch their gender are evaluated more
negatively than in roles that match their gender (Flannigan et al., 2013).
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Participants were asked to rate, on a 7-point Likert scale, whether the sentence sounded

weird (=1), natural (=7), or anything in between.7

Results

We applied a 3 x 2 ANOVA with participants’ ratings as the dependent measure and the

independent factors Association (neutral, female-associated, and male-associated) and

Gender (female protagonist, male protagonist). The analysis revealed highly significant

main effects of both Association, F (2, 583) = 29.12, p < 0.001, η2
p = .09, and Gender,

F (1, 583) = 7.45, p = 0.007, η2
p = .01. The mean ratings, averaged over all social role

concepts, were 5.02(SD = 1.80) for the male protagonist and 4.66(SD = 1.87) for the

female protagonist. Moreover, we obtained a highly significant interaction between

Association and Gender, F (2, 583) = 4.43, p = 0.012, η2
p = .02. For neutral social role terms,

no difference was found for female (M = 5.53, SD = 1.61) compared to male protagonists

(M = 5.43, SD = 1.59). However, male protagonists (M = 5.27, SD = 1.79) obtained

higher ratings than female protagonists (M = 4.34, SD = 1.85) when the roles were male

associated, and also when the roles were female-associated (M = 4.31, SD = 1.83 vs.

M = 3.95, SD = 1.78). In other words, male protagonists received higher ratings whenever

the social roles had a gender association. The mean values are depicted in Figure 1.

7Each participant was presented with a single question and was subsequently prompted to provide de-
mographical data on age, gender, and native language. We excluded subjects who were not native English
speakers, were 17 years or younger, or did not complete the survey.
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Figure 1. Average ratings for the acceptability of true-modifications when female and male protagonists were presented in

neutral, male, female associated social roles. Bars indicate the standard error around the mean.

Discussion

Study 1A shows that the gender of the protagonist of a true-modification has a significant

effect on their acceptability. The observed results are in tension with the first two

hypotheses of the nature of this effect, which we outlined above. Consider the hypothesis

that the effect of gender on true-modifications is due to a match between the gender of the

protagonist and the gender-association of the ascribed social role. Taken on its own, it is

not surprising that, e.g., Jack is a true farmer received a significantly higher rating than

Mary is a true farmer. Hence it is reasonable to think that this is due to the fact that, as

established in the Preliminary Study, farmers are more strongly associated with men than

with women. However, if this was the explanation for the gender effect, we should observe

a mirror image result for female associated social roles: Mary is a true florist should get a

significantly higher rating than Jack is a true florist. However, this is not the result we

observe. Instead, compared to female protagonists, male protagonists still receive a

marginally higher rating in the female associated social roles. The observed pattern is also

incompatible with the second hypothesis, according to which instances of gender
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mismatches should receive higher ratings, due to the alleged higher effort/commitment

required of protagonists to engage in social roles associated with the opposite gender.

In contrast, the results of Study 1A support a version of the third hypothesis, according to

which there is a general gender bias regarding the commitments of individuals to their

social roles. Recall that, for female or male associated social roles, i.e., for social roles

which had a significant gender association, their corresponding true-modifications received

a higher rating when the protagonist was male. This result suggests that men are assumed

to be more committed or devoted than women to their corresponding social roles, at least

in the case of ‘gendered’ social roles. Averaging over all social roles that are either female

or male associated, acceptability ratings are 4.84 (SE = 0.13) for male protagonists, and

4.17 (SE = 0.15) for female protagonists. In contrast, the mean values are 5.43 (SE = 0.16)

for male and 5.53 (SE = 0.15) for female protagonists in gender-neutral social roles. At

this point, it is not yet clear how to implement the claim that there is commitment-relative

gender bias in favour of men. For as we just pointed out, in the case of gender-neutral

social roles, the acceptability of their corresponding true-modifications did not vary as a

function of the protagonist’s gender. There are different ways in which this gender bias

could interact with gender-neutral social roles. We explore some possibilities in Study 3

and the General Discussion.

Study 1B

Study 1A raises two worries. The first is that, when processing true-modifications,

participants could simply be ignoring the modifier true. The other worry is that, in our

target sentences, participants might be interpreting true as similar in meaning to

something like good. In addition, note that, when used in expressions such as good nurse,

modification by good can be used to assert a higher than normal level of skill or

performance of the function associated with the target social role. If participants are

interpreting true along these lines, the pattern of results obtained in Study 1A suggests
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that participants assume, for all gender associated roles, that men tend to be more skillfull

(rather than more committed) than women. The aim of Study 1B is to test whether these

objections to our main Study 1A are plausible. To do that, we ran a study parallel to 1A,

expect that we used, in our target sentences, the modifier good instead of true.

Methods

298 subjects (186 women, Mage = 31.91, SD = 9.62) participated in study 1B. We used the

same 18 social role concepts that were evaluated in Study 1A. Each participant was

randomly assigned to one of the 18 social role concepts featuring either a male (N=148) or

a female (N=150) protagonist, and was presented with a statement of the form:

(3) Mary is a good florist/welder/musician.

(4) Jack is a good florist/welder/musician.

The participants rated how weird (=1) or natural (= 7) the statement sounded on a

7-point Likert scale.

Results

We computed the mean values of people’s responses for male-associated, neutral, and

female-associated social roles. For male-associated roles, male protagonists received higher

ratings (M = 6.17, SD = 1.54) compared to female protagonists (M = 5.66, SD = 1.80).

For female-associated roles, the direction was reversed with the female protagonist rated

higher (M = 5.94, SD = 1.34) than the male protagonist (M = 5.35, SD = 1.71). Only a

small difference was recorded for neutral social roles: male (M = 6.26, SD = 1.07) vs.

female (M = 6.38, SD = 1.16). A 3 x 2 ANOVA with participants’ ratings as the

dependent measure and the independent factors Association with three levels (neutral,

female-associated, male-associated) and Gender (female protagonist, male protagonist) was

carried out. Whereas Gender did not show a significant main effect,
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F (1, 292) = .35, p = 0.685, η2
p < .01, the independent factor Association was significant,

F (2, 292) = 5.30, p = 0.005, η2
p = .04. A significant interaction was found,

F (2, 292) = 3.56, p = 0.030, η2
p = .02. Figure 2 shows the mean values for all six conditions.

Figure 1. Average ratings for the acceptability of good-modifications when female and male protagonists were presented in

male, female and neutrally associated social roles. Bars indicate the standard error around the mean.

Discussion

Study 1B examines the effect of gender on good-modifications. The results are clear and

different from those obtained with true. As before, the gender of the protagonist has no

effect on the acceptability ratings in neutral roles. However, male protagonists obtain

higher ratings in male-associated roles, and female protagonists obtain higher ratings in

female-associated roles. Assuming, as seems highly plausible, that being good at a social

role is primarily about skill or performance, participants are assuming that males tend to

be better at male associated jobs and females are better at female associated jobs. What is

important to note here is that this pattern is clearly different from the one obtained in the

case of true-modifications. In the latter case, male protagonists obtained a higher rating in

all gender associated social roles. This suggests that true-modifications and

good-modifications are tapping into different judgments, and that ratings of

true-modifications cannot be reduced to judgments about the assumed level of
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skill/performance of protagonists.

Study 2

We observed in Study 1A that the protagonist’s gender has a significant effect on the

acceptability of true-modifications. We also observed that this cannot be reduced to a

simple match or mismatch between the gender of the protagonist and the

gender-association of the predicated social role. The results, we argued, point to a bias

such that men are assumed to be more committed than women to their social roles. This

interpretation of our results is partly based on previous studies which show, on the basis of

how their acceptability can be modulated, that true-modifications are most directly

affected by the assumed level of commitment of participants (2015 and under review), and

is further supported by the contrast with good-modifications observed in Study 1B. Now, if

the differential effect of gender on true-modifications observed in Study 1A has to do with

a bias regarding commitments, we would expect this bias to be cancelled if we give

participants explicit information regarding the commitment level of the protagonists. At

the same time, giving participants information regarding the level of skill/performance of

participants should not, to the same extent at least, cancel this bias. In Study 2, we

directly test this hypothesis. If the observed difference in Study 1 is due to a default bias

against the commitment of women, then providing participants with explicit information

that protagonists, whether female or male, are committed/devoted to their social role

should eliminate the effect of gender on ratings of true-modifications. At the same time, a

direct manipulation of the level of skill of protagonists allows us to eliminate one possible

confound, namely, that the effect of commitments on the ratings is due to an indirect effect

on the assumed level of skill of protagonists.

Methods

To examine the effect of a high-devotion vs a high-skill context on people’s ratings of the

acceptability of true-modifications of the form Jack/Mary is a true x, we focused on male
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associated social roles. For this is the class where the effect of gender is most pronounced.

We picked six roles that were strongly associated with the male gender (welder, mechanic,

plumber, firefighter, soldier, farmer), and randomly assigned 600 participants (383 women,

Mage = 34.54, SD = 10.45) to either one of four conditions: high-skill & male protagonist

(N = 148), high-skill & female protagonist (N = 152), high-devotion & male protagonist

(N = 151), and high-devotion & female protagonist (N = 149). To illustrate, consider the

following examples of each condition:

(High-skill & female) Mary is a mechanic. She is really skilled and is highly efficient

at her job.

(High-skill & male) Jack is a mechanic. He is really skilled and highly efficient at

his job.

(High-devotion & female) Mary is a mechanic. She really likes her job and is

completely devoted to it.

(High-devotion & male) Jack is a mechanic. He really likes his job and is completely

devoted to it.

After being presented with one of these conditions, participants were asked to rate a

true-modification statement such as Mary/Jack is a true mechanic on a 7-point Likert

scale, anchored at ‘sounds weird’ (=1) and ‘sounds natural’ (=7).

Results

To assess the impact of high-devotion and protagonist’s gender on the acceptability of

true-modifications, we applied a 2 x 2 ANOVA with participants’ ratings as the dependent

measure and the independent factors Context (high-skill, high-devotion) and Gender (male

protagonist, female protagonist). Whereas the male protagonist was rated higher in the no

context condition (M = 5.24, SD = 1.57) compared to a female protagonist (M = 5.12,
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SD = 1.58), ratings in the high devotion condition were almost equal between male

(M = 5.59, SD = 1.45) and female protagonist (M = 5.69, SD = 1.37). The analysis

revealed a significant main effect for Context, F (1, 596) = 4.52, p = 0.034, η2
p = .01, and a

marginally significant effect of Gender, F (1, 596) = 2.97, p = 0.085, η2
p < .01. Furthermore,

a significant interaction was found, F (1, 596) = 6.53, p = .011, η2
p = .01. All average ratings

are depicted in Figure 2.

Figure 2. Effect of information of high-devotion compared to high-skill on the average ratings of true-modifications with

male and female protagonists. Bars indicate the standard error around the mean.

Discussion

Study 2 shows that when participants are provided with information about the high

devotion of the protagonists, acceptability ratings not only go up, but also even out

between male and female protagonists. In particular, although in conditions in which no

background information is provided, as in Study 1A, there was a significant effect of gender

such that female protagonists obtained significantly lower ratings, once we provide minimal

background information that protagonists (of either gender) are devoted to their roles, the

effect of gender on acceptability ratings disappears. As can be observed in Figure 2, this is

essentially because the acceptability of true-modifications involving female protagonists

goes up to the same level of male protagonists. For male-protagonists, there was only a

small increase, suggesting, importantly, that the information that they are devoted or
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committed is to some extent already assumed in the no-context condition. Crucially, this

manipulation is not due at least to the most plausible confound. For in the high-skill

background information condition, male protagonists are, as before, rated higher than

female protagonists in true-modifications. While the difference between male and female

protagonists is not as pronounced as when no information is provided (see Study 1A),

participants continue to display a positive bias towards male protagonists in

male-associated social roles, even when explicitly told that particular female protagonists

are very skilled and efficient at their roles.

These results further support the conjecture that the reason why female protagonists

obtain lower ratings in true-modifications is that they are assumed to be less committed or

devoted to their jobs than men. It is important that we obtained this cancelation effect in

the class of highly male associated jobs, and that it persists in the skill condition. For one

could still be tempted to hold that the effect of gender in Study 1A, at least in the case of

male associated jobs, has to do with participants believing that men are more physically

suited to excel in certain jobs. However, this hypothesis is in tension with the lack of effect

in the high-skill condition.8 In addition, it does not predict that, given information of equal

devotion, women and men should be equally suited for those social roles for which men are

otherwise allegedly thought to be better endowed.9

Studies 1A-B and 2 support two main conclusions. First, the effect of gender on

true-modifications cannot be reduced to a simple mis/match between the gender of the

protagonist and the gender association of the predicated social role. Second, in line with

previous studies that connect the normative dimension with commitments to basic

8In addition, see our 2015 and under review, in which we show that variations in the skill of the protagonist
have a minor effect on ratings of true-modifications.

9Suppose you have two individuals, A and B, such that A is more naturally suited to perform well in task
Z. You are then given information that A and B are equally devoted at task Z. Unless task Z is so simple
that you can hit a ceiling fairly easily, you would likely still bet that A would be better than B at Z, since
they have the same devotion but A has more natural talent. Similarly, if men are assumed to be more suited
than females to perform the task involved in male associated roles, then, on average, if men and women
would be equally devoted, men would still have an advantage. This is not, however, reflected by the results,
as can be easily seen in Figure 2.
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functions, the observed gender effect can be fully eliminated if participants obtain

information that protagonists, regardless of gender, are devoted to their corresponding

roles. At the same time, this is not due to an indirect effect of assumed level of skill or

performance. These results suggest that there is a default bias such that women are

assumed to be less committed to their corresponding social roles, at least when those roles

have gender associations and when there is no direct information to the contrary.10

Study 3

Studies 1A-2 suggest that there is a default bias such that women are assumed to be less

committed to their social roles than men. Call this bias ‘role-commitment gender bias’.

There are at least two ways of spelling out the details of this bias, both of which seem

consistent with the results obtained so far. The first is to assume that the role-commitment

gender bias is a general default bias. On this view, the default assumption of participants

is that men are more committed than women to their professions. The second is to hold

that the role-commitment gender bias is only triggered when participants engage in some

form of ‘gendered’ thinking. On this view, strongly gendered social roles—i.e., roles such as

welder and florist—trigger thinking in terms of gender (e.g., by making gender relevant).

This view dovetails nicely with the results of Preliminary Study B, which show that when

participants token gender associated concepts, they reliably also token the corresponding

features male or female. Once participants are thinking in terms of gender, they trigger a

bias against the role-commitments of women, compared to men.

The fact that we observe no effect of gender on statements involving neutral social roles

seems to support the second view, according to which the role-commitment gender bias is
10Our results can be taken to support the view that, in some cases, ‘control-based’ interventions (Brown-

stein, Brownstein) may prevent the activation of implicit biases. For example, providing evaluators (say,
employers) with information regarding the respective commitment of job applicants could cancel the effect
of the gender-based bias against the commitment of women. However, other studies suggest that, in sit-
uations that have multiple information (note: in our studies, it was almost impossible to not process the
information about the protagonists devotion, since it was the only piece of information) it is not easy to get
people to attend to the relevant information about individuals, when this requires revising the stereotype
(Nelson et al., 1996).
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triggered by gendered thinking. However, the evidence presented so far does not allow us

to jump to that conclusion. This is because gender-neutral social roles also tend to have an

important property, which in this case might be a confound. Namely, they are what we

earlier called ‘fancy’ social roles (see Introduction), and these include roles such as artist,

scientist, and manager. The basic feature of these fancy roles is that they reliably obtain a

significantly higher rating under true-modifications, compared to other social roles (Knobe

et al. (2013), Leslie (2015), Authors 2015 and under review).11 We argued in previous work

that there is a good explanation for this (Authors 2015 and under review). Most

participants assume that it is difficult to become a member of a class of fancy social roles.

Hence the mere fact that someone belongs to these roles provides reliable evidence of the

corresponding devotion and commitment. For example, people infer, when given no

additional information, that if Mary is a scientist and Peter is a bus driver, it’s likely that

Mary is more committed to her job than Peter is to his.

The point, then, is that since the gender-neutral social roles which we used in Study 1A are

overpopulated with fancy social roles, we cannot yet determine the underlying reason for

why we observe no gender effect in the case of gender-neutral true-modifications. For even

if there was a default role commitment gender bias, it might be that it is eliminated by the

overrepresentation of social roles which are commonly thought to require high-levels of

devotion for membership. It follows that, based on the results obtained so far, we cannot

yet select between our competing explanations of the role-commitment gender bias. The

aim of Study 3 is to shed some light on the conditions that trigger the role-commitment

gender bias. Given the possible confounding factor of fanciness on neutral roles, we

selected, based on our preliminary study, a group of fancy and mundane gender-neutral

social roles, and examined the effect of gender on each class of neutral social roles.

11Some of the works cited here use different terminology. For discussion, see footnote 1 above.
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Methods

To assess participants’ ratings of female vs. male protagonists in fancy and mundane

gender-neutral social roles, we selected the 12 social role concepts which, according to our

preliminary study, were rated as comparatively gender-neutral (accountant, bartender,

cashier, optician, therapist, waiter/waitress, artist, baker, chef, editor, musician,

manager). As we explain in the Results section below, we divided these concepts into fancy

and mundane social roles using a median split based on their overall acceptability ratings

in true-modifications. 393 participants (202 women, Mage = 33.26, SD = 11.52) were

recruited and randomly assigned to one of the four conditions: female & fancy role

(N = 100, e.g., Mary is a true musician), female & mundane role (N = 94, e.g., Mary is a

true accountant), male & fancy role (N = 102, e.g., John is a true musician), and male &

mundane role (N = 97, e.g., John is a true accountant). Participants were asked to rate

each true-modification statement on a 7-point Likert scale, anchored at ‘sounds weird’ (=1)

and ‘sounds natural’ (=7).

Results

Based on the average ratings of the 12 social role concept, we did a median split, dividing

the concepts into mundane social roles (accountant, bartender, cashier, optician, therapist,

waiter/waitress) and fancy social roles (artist, baker, chef, editor, musician, manager). We

computed the mean values of participants’ responses for all four conditions. The average

ratings show minimal differences between male (M = 4.09, SD = 1.96) and female

(M = 3.94, SD = 1.98) protagonists for mundane social roles. The same holds for male

(M = 5.78, SD = 1.45) and female protagonists (M = 5.71, SD = 1.42) in fancy social

roles. The mean ratings are shown in Figure 3. We applied a 2 x 2 ANOVA with

participants’ ratings as the dependent measure and the independent factors Concept with

two levels (mundane, fancy) and Gender (male, female). The analysis revealed a highly

significant main effect for Concept, F (1, 389) = 100.41, p < 0.001, η2
p = .21. Crucially,
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however, no significant effect was found for Gender, F (1, 389) = 0.45, p = 0.505, η2
p < .01,

and no interaction was found between Gender and Concept,

F (1, 389) = 0.06, p = 0.812, η2
p < .01.

Figure 3. Average ratings for male and female protagonists in gender-neutral mundane and fancy social roles. Bars indicate

the standard error around the mean.

Discussion

Study 3 examined whether gender has a differential effect on the acceptability ratings of

true-modifications involving mundane vs. fancy, gender-neutral social roles. In the case of

fancy social roles, the overall ratings were quite high, and the gender of the protagonist

had no effect. This effect of type of social role on ratings of true-modifications is in line

with previous studies (Knobe et al., 2013). The explanation for this, as we mentioned

above, is that the class of fancy social roles has the feature that most people already

believe that it requires significant effort to become a member. In other words, belonging to

the role is sufficient evidence for having the respective commitment. So the default gender

bias, even if it were general and a default, is in this case cancelled or overridden. Now, the

class of mundane, gender-neutral social roles is, for our purposes, more informative, and

provides us with some initial—albeit quite important—evidence about the nature of the
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role-commitment gender bias. Specifically, we had two possibilities on the table. According

to the first, the role-commitment gender bias is a general default bias. For gender neutral

social roles such as those used in Study 1A-B, the bias is overridden because of the

over-representation of fancy relative to mundane social roles (note that, in contrast, both

classes of gendered social roles include more mundane social roles). However, Study 3 is in

tension with that hypothesis, for the results show no effect of gender on true-modifications

involving gender-neutral but mundane social roles. On the other hand, Study 3 supports

the predictions of the second hypothesis, according to which the role-commitment gender

bias is triggered only when gender-thinking is itself triggered. On this view, the relevant

form of gendered-thinking is not triggered in the class of gender-neutral social roles,

independently of whether they are mundane or fancy.

General Discussion

Studies 1-3 suggest that there is a significant gender bias against women engaged in

gendered social roles. The studies indicate that this bias cannot be reduced to a simple

mis/match between the gender of the protagonists and the gender association of the

relevant social roles, or to a bias about the effect of gender on skill or performance at

executing those roles. The studies suggest that the content of the bias is that women are

less committed than men to their social roles. Now, the study of social role concepts, and

in particular the study of their normative dimension, is in its infancy. We expect that

future research will lead to important refinements to the positions outlined here. Still,

these studies do illustrate that detailed understanding of the content and structure of the

concepts relevant to social cognition, when used to interpret certain patterns of observed

social judgments, is one way to gain valuable insights into socially relevant biases. We now

discuss some open issues, including how the role-commitment gender bias could be encoded

in concepts, and how this bias relates to other gender biases discussed in the psychological

and philosophical literature.
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Triggering conditions

At the end of Study 3 we were left with an important open question: Why do

gender-associated social roles trigger the role-commitment gender bias, but the gender of

the protagonist (in gender neutral roles) does not? In other words, why is it that gender

indicators like Mary and she, in the gender-neutral (mundane) social roles, do not trigger

the role-commitment gender bias? We will outline an initial response to these open

questions. The following explanation appeals to hypotheses that, although prima facie

reasonable, should be further investigated in future research. Our account is based on the

following two premises.

Premise 1. In certain judgments and decisions involving people, social roles, and related

tasks, gender is irrelevant. For example, imagine you just moved to a new apartment, and

have to decide whether to trust a neighbour to receive an Amazon package you are

expecting. Suppose that you don’t know much about your neighbour; but you do know

that her name is ‘Mary’. Even if tokening ‘Mary’ in this case triggers a gender stereotype,

this scenario might be such that the stereotype does not affect the decision at hand. The

properties that make an individual un/suitable to be the sort of individual you would trust

with collecting your Amazon package might be completely independent of their gender (on

the other hand, you might use an age heuristic, distrusting children). In short, even if a

gender stereotype is activated when processing ‘Mary’ (say, when you think ‘Should I ask

Mary to receive my package?’), it might not interact with the task or decision at hand in

any significant way.

Premise 2. Decisions involving social roles that have a strong gender association operate

differently from decisions involving gender-irrelevant roles such as ‘individual to trust with

my Amazon package’. There are many reasons why a social role might have a gender

association and, as shown Preliminary study B, trigger a specific gender feature. The

proximal source is often due to statistical distributions in the immediate environment, and

the distal source is often due to accidental and historical sources (including blatant forms
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of gender discrimination). Surely, most would agree (esp., after brief reflection) that the

gendered professions presented in Table 1 could be skilfully performed by women or men.

Still, we also know that people rarely accept merely statistical explanations (Kahneman,

2011), and often underestimate the current effect of past discrimination. Instead, people

try to give ‘causal’ stories that ‘explain’ observed distributions, including distributions of

gender amongst social roles (Kahneman, 2011; Sloman, 2005). If this is correct, then

gendered social roles will not only be thought to accidentally display differential gender

distributions; they would also invite people to think that properties specific to gender play

a significant causal role in explaining those distributions, and to encode their implicit

causal stories.

If premise 1 and 2 are along the right lines, we can infer that tokening a gendered social

role would make salient to participants that properties that are thought to be differentially

distributed amongst the main genders are likely to significantly interact with various

aspects of those roles. These properties might include aspects of cultural stereotypes such

as ‘men are more competitive’, ‘women are less prone to steal’, etc. Depending, among

other things, on the cultural stereotypes, the type of role under issue, and what is being

asked about it, this might ‘favour’ one gender or the other. For example, in some societies,

women are thought to possess properties that make them better at jobs in which empathy

plays an important role, and men are thought to be better at jobs that require things like

aggressive physical involvement, such as being a guard or bouncer. Going back to our

results, recall that we asked participants to rate the acceptability of true-modifications. We

saw that such ratings do not (directly) tap into estimations such as ‘How skillful at his job

do you think a random welder is?’12 As we discussed earlier, the true-measure taps into

judgments of assumed level of commitment. The main finding was that men obtain higher

12Note that our aim in contrasting true-modifications and good-modifications, or in manipulating level of
commitment and devotion vs skill and performance (see Studies 1A-2 above), is not to argue that there is
no skill-specific gender bias. Clearly, there might very well be a bias of that kind, i.e., one that relates to
skill/performance. Still, the aim of our designs was to show that the gender-effect revealed by the ratings of
true-modifications has to do with commitments and not with skill/performance.
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ratings than women whenever the roles have a significant gender association. This suggests

that the role-commitment gender bias is triggered when gender-associated social roles are

tokened, and its effect is observed when the content of the bias has relevance for the task at

hand.

Crucially, invoking this kind of conditional information—i.e., information which only

emerges in certain conceptual interactions—is not some ad hoc move we are employing just

to explain the pattern of results observed in our Studies. Various authors have argued that

conditional information is encoded in concepts. To invoke a simple version of a relatively

familiar Fodorian point, neon blue things are not dangerous as such, and cows are not

dangerous as such, nevertheless ‘neon blue cows’ are assumed to be dangerous because the

combination triggers the general belief/rule that mammals shoudn’t have a neon colour

(Fodor, 1998; Fodor and Lepore, 2002). Philosophers have argued that some of these

apparent ‘emergent features’ could be computed compositionally if the relevant conditional

information is stored in the constituent concepts (Block, 1993; Szabo, 2004). The basic

idea is that we store not only information like ‘cow’ → ‘produces milk’, but also like ‘cow’

→ ‘dangerous if neon colored’. The latter information would only emerge when ‘cow’

interacts with specific concepts such as ‘neon blue’. Similarly, a gender bias such as

‘commitment: more if men, less if women’ could be stored in gendered social roles and

conditionally activated, depending on the representations that the social role concept is

interacting with, such as the gender of the protagonist.

Comparison with other methods and relevant results

We now briefly discuss the relationship between the kind of gender bias uncovered in this

investigation and other methodologies and related empirical results. We focus on two

issues: (i) the use of different experimental paradigms in the study of biases, and (ii)

studies which establish other gender biases which interact in interesting ways with the

role-commitment gender bias.
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An important methodological issue raised by our studies relates to the use of a self-report

measure to study social biases. As is well-known, most studies of social biases use implicit

association measures such as the Implicit Association Test (IAT) (Greenwald et al., 1998).

Still, most researchers think that it is important to study biases using other methods (e.g.,

Hughes and Barnes-Holmes, 2011; Holroyd and Sweetman, Holroyd and Sweetman).

Among other things, this can help refine our understanding of the relation between scores

on tests like the IAT and notions like explicit/implicit beliefs. This is also needed to

determine the stability of implicit associations across a range of tasks, and determining

whether, and to what extent, implicit associations respond to information in the way that

cognitive structures such as beliefs do (Holroyd and Sweetman, Holroyd and Sweetman;

Mandelbaum, 2015). However, self-report measures raise a familiar general worry: namely,

that participants might self-censor, maybe to appear politically correct, or for a host of

other reasons.

In the studies presented here, we addressed this last worry in two ways. First, we used a

between-subject design which aimed to reduce the impact of self-censorship. Each

participant received a true-modification sentence with a protagonist of only one gender.

Hence it would be hard to guess that the task is about gender differences, at least

compared to a within-subject design in which participants could see a pattern of switching

between female and male protagonists. Furthermore, our measure is relatively indirect. By

taking advantage of recent insights into the conceptual structure of social role concepts,

and in particular of the way in which the normative dimension is selectively highlighted

when social role concepts are modified by true, we were able to ask a somewhat indirect

question, regarding whether particular statements sounded natural, relative to different

background contexts. This allowed us to make inferences about what participants assume

regarding the commitment of protagonists, without explicitly asking them that.

Another difference between our kind of study and those which use measures such as IAT, is

that we can more directly see whether and in what ways the relevant bias is responsive to
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information. For example, the pattern of results we obtained suggests that the

role-commitment gender bias is encoded as a propositional belief. This is because the bias

responds appropriately (i.e., rationally) to explicit and implicit information about the level

of devotion of protagonists. For example, when they are explicitly told that protagonists

are highly devoted, the bias is cancelled or overridden. The same effect is not observed

when participants are given information of high-skill, a result that is in line with previous

studies on the content of the normative dimension. The same kind of ‘rational’ response is

observed when the kind of profession—e.g., being a scientist—entails that the protagonist

is likely highly devoted because it is too hard to become a member of that profession

without substantial commitment (in this case the information is more implicit, in the sense

that it has to be fleshed out). To be sure, that the role-commitment gender bias is encoded

as a belief is only a preliminary conclusion. Further studies could show that it is sometimes

not rationally responsive to information.

Finally, let us consider other results regarding gender biases that seem to interact in

interesting ways with the role-commitment gender bias. Flannigan et al. (2013) present

evidence that men engaged in female associated professional roles, and women engaged in

male associated roles, give rise to negative (implicit) evaluations, compared to individuals

whose gender matches the gender commonly associated with their professional roles.

Crucially, males in female roles give rise to significantly more negative associations,

compared to females in male roles. This result is compatible with our studies. For our

measure targets what participants think of the commitment or devotion of protagonists to

their social role. The finding is that men are assumed to be more committed than women.

However, that does not entail that people don’t also disapprove more of cases in which men

are devoted to female-associated professions than vice-versa. For example, a conservative

father may agree that his son, who wants to be a ballet dancer, is extremely committed to

that goal, and at the same time feel negative about it. Taken together, these studies begin
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to give a rich and complex picture of the nature and structure of gender biases.13

We should also mention that our studies reveal a gender bias with a different content and

domain of application than the gender biases which are the focus of some influential recent

studies (Leslie et al., 2015; Meyer et al., 2015). The latter focus on relatively fancy social

roles—i.e., on gender biases in academic professions—and examine the content and effects

of a particular bias according to which women are stereotyped by certain groups as having

less innate brilliance than men. Our studies on the effect of gender on the normative

dimension of social role concepts show that there is a significant gender bias in an entirely

different—but obviously no less important—domain of social life, which includes

professions not commonly regarded as very fancy. Furthermore, the content of this bias is

different, since it concerns the assumed differential commitments—in contrast to things like

assumed ability or innate talent—of women and men to their social roles. These biases are

not, of course, mutually exclusive. In future work we plan to explore how they interact.

Finally, given its specific content and extensive domain of application, the role-commitment

gender bias has important implications for the study of social cognition. It is, of course,

extremely important to study the gender biases associated with fancy social roles,

including those that affect academic professions. However, we should also study biases that

have a home in other kinds of social roles. The overwhelming majority of people of all

genders are members of ‘mundane’ social roles. Hence a significant bias against a particular

group such that, when there is no information to the contrary, they are assumed to be

comparatively less devoted or committed to their social roles, is likely to have a huge

13Analogous reasons suggest that our results are compatible with other studies that provide evidence of
strong negative associations towards women in positions of power. For example, Rudman and Kilianski
(2000) present evidence that people feel differentially negative towards female authority. Interestingly, at
least some of the social roles we call ‘fancy roles’ would involve, in the female cases, women in positions of
authority. At the same time, we found that for fancy social roles women where assumed to be as committed
as men. Again, our results our compatible with, and complementary to, the results of Rudman and Kilianski
(2000). What we found is that, once individuals are members of fancy social roles, people think that, whether
they are male or female, they are likely committed to those roles. This is compatible with the hypothesis that
people might still dislike or feel negative towards women who have such roles. For further discussion of the
relationship between cognitive and affect-laden aspects of implicit mental states, see Madva and Brownstein
(Madva and Brownstein).
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impact on the fabric of our social life and judgments. The evidence presented here suggests

that this gender bias can be cancelled given suitable background information. Still, a

substantial number of our daily interactions occur with members of mundane social roles

about whose level of commitment we have no information.

Conclusion

Philosophers and psychologists have recently shown that many social role concepts encode

a normative dimension of conceptual representation, and suggest that this discovery is

likely to have important implications for the study of social cognition (Knobe et al., 2013;

Leslie, 2015). In this paper, we investigated how the representation of the normative

dimension interacts with information about a protagonist’s gender. This revealed a bias

against women which is observed in both male and female-associated social roles. We

argued that the content of this role-commitment gender bias is that women are less

committed to their professional roles than men. As we mentioned at the outset, various

studies show that this bias does not correspond to reality. Several manipulations of

background information allowed us to begin to understand the triggering conditions of this

bias: plausibly, it is encoded in gendered social roles, and structured as conditional

information that is triggered if the role is applied to a protagonist of a particular gender.

Given the assumed content of this bias—in particular, that it is about the commitments of

protagonists—it behaves rationally in response to relevant explicit information about the

commitments of particular individuals. This work is preliminary, but we hope the results

and discussions are sufficiently robust and interesting to encourage researchers in social

cognition to take advantage of recent advances in the study of the content and structure of

social role concepts.
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